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A smaller, far more intimate day than our last day out, the National Single Lifts in February, 

the WDFPF European Full Power Championships 2015 had much smaller numbers, an ever-

so-slightly smaller proportion of Irish lifters taking part, but some even more impressive lifts 

if one were so bold as to say so. A taste of what classic powerlifting is like; the Big 3, and the 

combined effort being the true marker of the athlete, not to mention the smaller number of 

competitors (circa 100) being a nice reminder of how far we have come in terms of 

numbers. 

 

Gorey never fails to impress, and surely the locals have become used to sounds of metal 

plates clanging, the ground shuddering and dusty, sexy singlet-clad beasts, wreaking of 

sweat and ammonia. Much thanks to Andrew & Tanya & all involved in making another 

excellent competition, and extra credit to Tanya for running a barbeque & providing the fuel 

for great lifts. The Gorey competitions are so well run that it must be second nature to them 

at this stage. The bigger crowds, and bigger totals, however, are a very welcome change. 

 

As always at an international, the performances were stellar, with one of the best of the 

weekend belonging to the boy wonder, Indra D. Sudarminto, with pristine form in a 245kg 

squat, a 155kg bench & a 275kg deadlift that even surprised him with his own abilities. All 

done at 75kg BW, I really don’t think it will be long before we see a 300kg pull from Wims 

little protégée. All of this was done, by the way, whilst helping run the competition desks. 

 

Another impressive sight, or sights, was the force that was the Abs Powerlifting team, 

coached by Jay Farrant on the day. I don’t know of any other gym in Ireland that has 

produced such a flock of champions, of medals and trophies, and such a high quality team. 

(Maybe CIT, but hey, I can’t help being a little biased towards my own little minions). It was 

great to see one of their coaches, Cillian Hurley, hitting great numbers and doing it with 

such ease and such a fine beard. An undeniable team of champions, the Abs Gym team has 

set a standard for technique & strength that we should all be thankful for. 

 

The womens flights produced their own spectacular lifts, from great athletes such as Deirdre 

Langford, Niamh Savage and our own PRO, Assumpta Feeney, lifting in a lighter flight than 

usual I believe, displaying a chiselled lifting machine & showing off a back that would put 



damn near any lifter to shame. One more sight I’ll never forget, in both the warm-up room 

& on the platform, to the girl of sub-5’, pulling sumo & toes tipping the plates (this is 

starting to sound like a Missed Connections/Lonely Hearts ad), you raised the bar and lifted 

my spirits, and your range of motion caused me great emotion (mainly envy at how I would 

love such mobility, and wonder at how a groin can do that and still produce a great pull). I 

can’t help feeling my legs would fall off if I tried to produce force in that position. 

 

Overall, another great Gorey comp. It seems as if Gorey & The Worx Gym have become 

almost unofficial homes of the IDFPA; from the cupboard of a weigh-in room in the morning 

to the Orphan Girl afterwards, every weekend up there brings us sights we’ll never forget, a 

celebration afterwards we almost always forget, and for me, a sumo stance I’ll never get. 

Thanks again to one and all who made the WDFPF European Full Power Championships 

2015 another great memory. 


